
PRODUCT NAME:  

Sexy Tummy Control Workout Pants / Yoga Leggings 

Model#   U0587

Material Compositions: 65% nylon 35% spandex 

Sizes: XS, S, L, XL, XXL

MAIN FEATURES:
 
This S-SHAPER identical semi-transparent leggings is inspired by the Tummy control fat-burning,waist-
slimming,butt-lifting Shapewear  technology,conceived in soft,  quick-drying, lightweight, breathable,
sustainable, High-elasticity, High-Performance sportive fabrics and  designed for excellent, comfy fit and
highly-functional body-building. 

This model #U0587 is the thinner , lighter, cooler, summer-like version of SKC111
 
* The  high-waist  slimming leggings provide gentle compression to your midsection, giving you a toned
and trim look; 

* The high-raise waistband is inspired by the tummy controller, the bonded inner-material of the waistband
is made of sweat-stimulating high-function material, aimed at stimulating sweats at the waist part
(illustrated in the following detail photo); 
 
* It features High-raise, wide waist band  with 3 hooks & eyes enclosure for comfortably burning the fat
and slimming the waist
during your exercises (cardio, running, yoga, weight lifting and more)...
 
* The inner ruched seamlines & the visible stylines are adopted for  effortlessly contouring  a sexy hipline;
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Detailed Part:  Tummy control waist band - Made of high-function sweat-stimulating bonded fabric;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



--------

This design is available in another mid-thigh version , giving a more cooler summer feel:
Model #U0522

And available in a thicker , non-transparent version  #SKC111



DISCOVER MORE ABOUT S-SHAPER STYLE:
Based on the 2021 Apparel Industrial Trend, the On-going "Health"-centered Lifestyle
& the Sustainable Business methodology, S-SHAPER continues to diversify and innovate competitively in
the global apparel manufacturing market, by integrating nowadays' HEALTH-CARE concepts into its
Shapewear/Sportswear/Homewear 
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OEM & ODM 
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COMPANY  PROFILE:
 
Built on the philosophy of innovation, versatility, the concept of ergonomics & the sustainability and operated under the
stringent standards of SGS,TUV, since 2015,
S SHAPER is committed to designing and manufacturing an extensive range of modern, skin-friendly, high-performance and
comfortable Shapewear, Sportswear and Homewear. With our expertise in design, Research and Development, solid
background in the field of lingerie and functional wear; we can undertake design conceptualization and create industrial
outputs for the global retail market.This is exemplified in every process of pre-production apparel patterning; such as 3 D
apparel prototyping & actual clothing sampling and tech designing.

With two carbon- neutral manufacturing facilities; the first one is furnished with SANTONI (seamless) knitting machines,
dedicated to annually producing up to 10 million sets of seamless garments; the second one is furnished with imported
sewing machines ( for instance, JUKI...), dedicated to annually delivering over 10 million pieces of lingerie, sportswear,
swimsuit and compression garments, we are well equipped to fulfilling your OEM and ODM projects, with accuracy, cost-
effectiveness and short lead-time.

Customer Experience is ingrained in our culture. Uplifting the methodology of "Commitment, Fulfillment, Seamlessness,
Responsiveness, Proactivity, Evolution ", we strive for delivering excellent customer experience. In a nutshell, we aim to
achieve win-win business.
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